
TenPoint Crossbows have unparalleled accuracy.

All crossbow manufacturers make glowing claims about
shooting accuracy, but claiming accuracy is not the same as
delivering it.

In 2003, Aventure Chasse Peche, a popular French-Canadian
hunting and fishing magazine, published an exhaustive
crossbow accuracy comparison test in one of its issues. Top-
of-the-line models from all of the major crossbow
manufacturers – American and Canadian – were vigorously
tested at distances out to 150 feet (50 yards). None of the
other manufacturers’ models could match TenPoint’s 7/8-inch
grouping at 100 feet or 1.5-inch grouping at 150 feet. Also,
unlike the competition, the TenPoint model survived the
extensive test without any breakdowns, operating problems,
or signs of premature wear.

The best test, however, is your test. Before you make your
crossbow purchase, shoot all of the models you are considering.
- You be the judge.

TenPoint Crossbows have great balance, fit and feel.
A number of years ago we used the following headline in our
advertising campaign: “Shoulder them. Shoot them. You’ll
understand the difference between the best and the rest.”
Aside from comparing shooting accuracy, you need to
compare how a crossbow feels when you shoot it and – like a
comfortable hunting boot – how it fits. TenPoint crossbows
are designed for balance and shooting comfort. So, take us up
on this suggestion:
- Shoot a TenPoint and see how it fits.

TenPoint Crossbows have optimum – and honest –
power and speed.
Many of the speed and energy claims advertised by other
crossbow manufacturers are either misleading or untrue.
Using a relatively heavy 420-grain arrow, our top models
shoot a true 343 and 330 fps. With those speeds and the
420-grain arrow combination, they generate potent foot
pounds of kinetic energy ranging from 101.5 fp to 109.7 fp.
Equally important, however, TenPoint crossbows produce that
power and speed on a frame that is quite manageable to load
and that produces a minimum of shock, hammer, and noise.
- Compare loading and shooting TenPoint crossbows to other brands.

TenPoint gives you superior value for your hard
earned dollars.
If you compare the engineering, quality, performance, and
durability of TenPoint crossbows to our competitors’ models,
we are confident you will agree that we offer considerably
more value for your dollar.

There is no better value on the market today.

Visit us online at: www.tenpointcrossbows.com

HP™ and MR™ Cam
Stability Bushings
TenPoint’s new Cam Stability Bushings, while
simple in concept, perform several important
functions. First, they provide an ultra-stable
sleeve to support and stabilize the axles.
Second, they help eliminate wheel lean when loading
the crossbow. And, third, they help establish precise string
tension on the barrel surface, to promote accurate arrow flight
and to reduce serving wear.

Barrel Technology
The TenPoint Series’ ACRA-ANGLE™ and the
6 Point Series’ UL TriLoc™ barrels
are key to the unparalleled
shooting accuracy of
TenPoint crossbows.
Both are designed to
allow shooters to pull
the bow string while
their index fingers
touch the side of the
barrel; thereby guaranteeing
accurate loading, which is
essential to shooting
accuracy. And, both of
their arrow flight decks
are machine finished for unsurpassed dimensional integrity,
which insures accurate, repeatable arrow flight.

Riser Technology
Developed primarily through the
Computer Aided Drafting and
Design (CADD) process, all
TenPoint and 6 Point risers are
Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
tested and designed for specific
crossbow model applications.
Made from 6061 T6 machined
aluminum, each riser design is
created to maximize the
efficiency of each limb system’s
total package.
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Note:The proprietary products shown in this catalog are protected under the following 
TenPoint Crossbow Technologies’® patents and any patents pending:
U.S, Patent No’s. 5,553,596; 5,598,829; 5,649,520; 5,987,724; 6,095,128; 6,286,496 B1;
6,874,491; 6,913,007; 7,281,534

Patents for our partners include: BowMax™ PillarLock™ protected under U.S. Patent 6,390,294

Note:TenPoint Crossbow Technologies reserves the right to alter product specifications
during any model year.

© Copyright 2008 TenPoint Crossbow Technologies.®

Corporate Statement

Our goal at TenPoint Crossbow Technologies® is to be a world class manufacturer of products that are recognized as an
industry standard for safety, precision engineering, durability, performance, and power.

Two principles guide the operation of our company. First, quality cannot be compromised. Second, successful enterprise
comes from sound business relationships built on mutual trust, respect, and ethical behavior.

Our marketing objective is to build solid long-term relationships with our business partners and customers. We intend to
achieve that goal by keeping our promises, responding quickly, operating consistently, and remaining loyal. We promise to stand
by our products, correct our errors, listen to suggestions, and continuously look for ways to improve our methods of operation.

Finally, we are committed to the care and conservation of our land, water and air ; to the humane and responsible
management of our wildlife and to the preservation and expansion of recreational shooting and hunting.

Watch The Choice TV Show on
the Outdoor Channel,  with
“North America’s Favorite Hunting
Couple,” Ralph & Vicki Cianciarulo
and the Posse. Tune in every
Sunday from January through March
and October through December.

Check your local listings for the
exact primetime airing schedule.

Sponsored by:
TenPoint Crossbow Technologies

Ralph,Vicki, and 
R.J. Cianciarulo

TenPoint Crossbow Technologies®

1325 Waterloo Road 
Suffield, OH 44260-9608

Phone: 330.628.9245
Fax: 330.628.0999

www.tenpointcrossbows.com
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This year was a good one for me and for TenPoint Crossbow Technologies.

Personally, on September 21, I got to see my father, Bill Bednar,
inducted into the National Archery Hall of Fame in Springfield, MO.
It was a great honor for him and for our family. Please read about
his accomplishments and his career on our website,
www.tenpointcrossbows.com (click “Press Releases” on the
“About Us” drop-down menu). Nearly as momentous, this fall my
dad and I took my two sons on their first hunt (see page 36 in this
catalog). The hunt was a long-time coming but worth the wait. We
now plan to make this multi-generation hunt an annual event.

Professionally, thanks to our valued customers,TenPoint enjoyed
another year of healthy growth. Each year the feedback we receive
tells us that the perception of our company as a manufacturer of high-
quality, precision-performance crossbows grows stronger. Each year
we re-dedicate ourselves to improving our products and to forging a
position of technological superiority within the crossbow industry.

While 2007 was great for me and TenPoint, I have concerns about
the future of hunting - and bowhunting in particular.

This year the U.S. Fish and Wildlife service reported that the number
of hunters over age 16 declined 10-percent between 1996 and 2006 -
from 14 million to 12.5 million. Experts attribute the decline to many
things: increased recreational options for youngsters, loss of hunting
land to urban encroachment, farmers’ concerns for safety and liability and of course, television.

On the upside, however, the decline has slowed in recent years and a number of states with progressive wildlife agencies
are seeing increases in the number of hunting permits issued.

TenPoint’s home state, Ohio, is an example of where hunting is alive and well. Deer license sales bottomed out in 1980
at 216,100 but have more than doubled since then to 440,000.

Among other things, the state has strongly emphasized youth recruitment and it has paid off. Since 1996, youth hunting
licenses have doubled to 66,600. In addition, Ohio has initiated an Apprentice License Program, which temporarily waives
the hunter education course requirement so that residents and non-residents can “try out” hunting if accompanied by a
licensed hunter over age 21. Interestingly, the greatest percentage of growth has come in archery season where the lack
of crossbow restrictions has helped boost license sales. The deer herd has never been larger, archery season never
longer and the chances of success never greater.

It is clear that there are many things we can do to turn the tide nationally. Sadly, however, there are those within our
own ranks who contribute to the problem rather than the solution. Most notable are the leaders of the state
bowhunting organizations and the Pope and Young Club’s creation, the North American Bowhunting Coalition. They
continue to organize against any intrusion of crossbows into what they call “their season.” Their mantra is, “The crossbow
is the single greatest threat to bowhunting as we know it.” Their rationale is, “The crossbow is not a bow.” They ignore
state wildlife agency studies, data from states which permit crossbow hunting, and the simple logic that proves how
wrong they are.

They do not want youngsters, women, or others who cannot draw and hold a compound bow to use a crossbow in
“their” season. They do not want elderly archers to be able to convert to crossbows. They would rather allow
bowhunters who have no business shooting a conventional bow to continue doing so rather than allowing them to hunt
ethically with a crossbow.

What they fail to realize is that their exclusionary position – not the
crossbow – is actually the greatest threat to bownhunting as we know
it. To quote an old Pogo comic strip, “I have seen the enemy and he is
us.” It is time to unite, not fight. Fighting among ourselves only serves
those trying to take away all of our hunting rights.

Rick & Bill Bednar at the
National Archery Hall of Fame

Richard L. Bednar, CEO
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In each of the fourteen years TenPoint has been manufacturing crossbows, we have never failed to introduce
innovations or to improve our products. And, in most cases, the advancements we have made originated
from customer input. Since 1994, we have secured 12 patents with others pending or being filed.

No other crossbow manufacturer comes close to this record of
technological achievement.

Below are some of our more significant innovations:

Here are some of his accomplishments:

• He is the only shooter to achieve a perfect score at the Masters International
Championships. He has accomplished that feat five times and has won that
tournament fourteen times.

• He has won eleven National Action Pistol Championships (Bianchi Cup), two
European Bianchi Cups and two World Action Pistol Championships.

• He has won the World Speed Shooting Championship (Steel Challenge) three times.

• He has won the IPSC World Championship.

• He has won the World All-Around Championship (rifle, pistol, and shotgun).

• He has won the Gold Medal in 2003 and 2005 at the ESPN Great Outdoor
Games in the rifle event.

• In his remarkable 2007 shooting season, Doug won the Masters International
Pistol Tournament, the National Action Pistol Championship (Bianchi Cup), the
European Bianchi Cup and the Sportsman’s Team Challenge.

Doug’s love for shooting actually developed out of a passion for hunting. “I started hunting when I was in my teens,” says Doug. “After
hunting season, I took up shooting just to stay in practice. I entered some tournaments just for fun; but after I won a few, I got hooked
on the competition. Fortunately, my career has given me opportunities to hunt all over the world. I hunt all seasons using all weapons:
compound bow, crossbow, shotgun, muzzleloader, rifle, and hand-gun.”

The TenPoint staff first met Doug a few years ago when he stopped by our display at an industry trade show. He already owned one of
our crossbows (he now owns three) and stopped to introduce himself and to tell us how much he liked the crossbow. He has firm
opinions regarding product quality. “I cannot win tournaments without using good equipment,” he contends. “I hunt with TenPoint
crossbows for the same reason. You can’t underestimate the importance of quality and dependability.”

Since our first meeting, we have come to know and admire Doug as a person and as a competitor. That admiration and his philosophy
regarding hunting – in particular, crossbow hunting – is what led us to ask him to become our spokesman.

As spokesman for the National Shooting Sports Foundation (NSSF), Doug supports hunting with all types of weapons. “We need more
hunters, not fewer. The anti’s love it when we fight among ourselves over choice of hunting weapons,” he argues. “If we don’t learn to
accept each other, we’ll end up killing the sport.”

“State wildlife agencies want more deer killed and more hunters afield, and there is plenty of evidence to support the use of crossbows in archery season.
They are a great tool for recruiting new bowhunters and retaining older ones, and they offer a good way for gun hunters to transition into bowhunting.”

Besides taking on TenPoint as a sponsor, Doug is also a spokesman for an impressive number of other quality manufacturers like Smith and Wesson and Leupold.

TenPoint looks forward to working with Doug Koenig to help grow the sport and to expand the use of crossbows.

TenPoint is pleased to introduce Doug Koenig as a new spokesman for our line of crossbows. Doug
has been called the greatest all-around rifle, pistol, and shotgun competitive shooter in the world. In
a competitive career started in 1990 – at age 20 – he has built a resume that is unequalled.Patented ACUdraw™ and Patented ACUdraw 50™

TenPoint’s convenient and user-friendly cocking aids have made our
models the crossbows of choice for those who cannot or do not
wish to manually load today’s heavier draw weights. Compare
TenPoint’s ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 to other cocking aides available
today. Lightweight and fully-integrated into the butt stock, they have
no dangling parts. They load the crossbow consistently every time;
and they auto-retract after each use. Check pages 26 & 27 for details.

Patented Trigger Technology
TenPoint has two primary trigger types designed to match-up with the performance characteristics
of the models that use them – the RollerTouch and the PowerTouch triggers.

The Titan TL-7 is equipped with our innovative 5-pound RollerTouch™ trigger (patent pending).
The RollerTouch features a double-roller system installed at the top of the trigger finger that allows
the finger to roll off the string latch’s sear surface rather than to slide off. This rolling action
significantly reduces the friction between the two parts.

All other TenPoint and 6 Point crossbows are now
equipped with one of our patented 3.5-pound 
machined triggers, including the Deluxe, PowerTouch-10,
or PowerTouch-6 triggers. All PowerTouch™ triggers
contain MIM (Metal Injection Molded) action
components and continue to be the finest crossbow
triggers made today.

Patented DFI™ (Dry-Fire-Inhibitor)
In 1996 TenPoint introduced the DFI, which prevents dry-firing
our crossbows when no arrow is loaded on the flight deck.
The addition of this technology to our entire crossbow lineup
has virtually eliminated the potentially severe damage and/or
injury that can be caused by a dry-fire.

Patented GripSafety™
Installed in the fore-grip of the top four TenPoint models with
aluminum barrels, the GripSafety prevents pulling the trigger
without first depressing and holding this secondary safety in place
with your fore-grip thumb. It helps prevent potentially severe
injury by keeping thumbs and fingers in proper position on the
fore-grip and below the barrel’s flight deck. Installed on a standard
basis for right-handed shooters, left-handed installation is available
at no charge when placing a new bow order.

Limb Technology
TenPoint now offers five limb configurations specifically designed for optimum performance on the models that use them: the NEW GT
Recurve Limb for the GT Curve and GT Flex models, TL-4 Limbs™ for the Titan TL-7, HL Limbs™ for the Pro Fusion and Pro Slider, ST
Limbs™ for the NEW Lazer HP and the 12-inch IsoTaper Limbs™ (patent pending), featured on our Phantom models and the NEW 
Shadow CLS. With a performance-matched limb for each crossbow design, combined with a performance-matched trigger, you can 
count on consistently superior accuracy, durability and dependability up and down the entire lineup.

GripSafety
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TenPoint Crossbows have unparalleled accuracy.

All crossbow manufacturers make glowing claims about
shooting accuracy, but claiming accuracy is not the same as
delivering it.

In 2003, Aventure Chasse Peche, a popular French-Canadian
hunting and fishing magazine, published an exhaustive
crossbow accuracy comparison test in one of its issues. Top-
of-the-line models from all of the major crossbow
manufacturers – American and Canadian – were vigorously
tested at distances out to 150 feet (50 yards). None of the
other manufacturers’ models could match TenPoint’s 7/8-inch
grouping at 100 feet or 1.5-inch grouping at 150 feet. Also,
unlike the competition, the TenPoint model survived the
extensive test without any breakdowns, operating problems,
or signs of premature wear.

The best test, however, is your test. Before you make your
crossbow purchase, shoot all of the models you are considering.
- You be the judge.

TenPoint Crossbows have great balance, fit and feel.
A number of years ago we used the following headline in our
advertising campaign: “Shoulder them. Shoot them. You’ll
understand the difference between the best and the rest.”
Aside from comparing shooting accuracy, you need to
compare how a crossbow feels when you shoot it and – like a
comfortable hunting boot – how it fits. TenPoint crossbows
are designed for balance and shooting comfort. So, take us up
on this suggestion:
- Shoot a TenPoint and see how it fits.

TenPoint Crossbows have optimum – and honest –
power and speed.
Many of the speed and energy claims advertised by other
crossbow manufacturers are either misleading or untrue.
Using a relatively heavy 420-grain arrow, our top models
shoot a true 343 and 330 fps. With those speeds and the
420-grain arrow combination, they generate potent foot
pounds of kinetic energy ranging from 101.5 fp to 109.7 fp.
Equally important, however, TenPoint crossbows produce that
power and speed on a frame that is quite manageable to load
and that produces a minimum of shock, hammer, and noise.
- Compare loading and shooting TenPoint crossbows to other brands.

TenPoint gives you superior value for your hard
earned dollars.
If you compare the engineering, quality, performance, and
durability of TenPoint crossbows to our competitors’ models,
we are confident you will agree that we offer considerably
more value for your dollar.

There is no better value on the market today.

Visit us online at: www.tenpointcrossbows.com

HP™ and MR™ Cam
Stability Bushings
TenPoint’s new Cam Stability Bushings, while
simple in concept, perform several important
functions. First, they provide an ultra-stable
sleeve to support and stabilize the axles.
Second, they help eliminate wheel lean when loading
the crossbow. And, third, they help establish precise string
tension on the barrel surface, to promote accurate arrow flight
and to reduce serving wear.

Barrel Technology
The TenPoint Series’ ACRA-ANGLE™ and the
6 Point Series’ UL TriLoc™ barrels
are key to the unparalleled
shooting accuracy of
TenPoint crossbows.
Both are designed to
allow shooters to pull
the bow string while
their index fingers
touch the side of the
barrel; thereby guaranteeing
accurate loading, which is
essential to shooting
accuracy. And, both of
their arrow flight decks
are machine finished for unsurpassed dimensional integrity,
which insures accurate, repeatable arrow flight.

Riser Technology
Developed primarily through the
Computer Aided Drafting and
Design (CADD) process, all
TenPoint and 6 Point risers are
Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
tested and designed for specific
crossbow model applications.
Made from 6061 T6 machined
aluminum, each riser design is
created to maximize the
efficiency of each limb system’s
total package.
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Phantom Xtra™
Headlining the 2008 TenPoint lineup, the NEW
343 fps Phantom Xtra™ - a premium version of
TenPoint’s blockbuster 2007 Phantom CLS - is
designed for the serious hunter, shooting enthusiast
or collector who demands the best.

Featuring a precision-crafted, laminated wood version of
TenPoint’s functionally superior FST stock, the Phantom Xtra
pushes crossbow aesthetics to a new level. Custom manufactured for
TenPoint by Keystone Sporting Arms, LLC, this classic, heirloom-quality design – richly rendered in a durable weather-
resistant semi-gloss finish with a non-slip rubber butt plate – will withstand years of rugged use in the woods.

Like the 2007 Phantom CLS, the 185-pound Phantom Xtra relies on TenPoint’s technologically superior Compact Limb
System (CLS) to deliver a dramatically smooth, quiet and vibration-free shot with unparalleled speed and accuracy. The
CLS system consists of a synergistic combination of bow assembly components which include a robust one-piece
machined riser and foot stirrup fitted with TenPoint’s powerful 12-inch IsoTaper limbs and maximum rotation MR cams.

The Phantom Xtra comes with a deluxe package including both hard and soft carrying cases, SteddyEddy, 4-
Arrow HX Quiver,™ Claw® Sling, two six-packs of Premium Hunter Carbon arrows – one with broadheads
and Tracer™ nocks and the other with practice points,Wedgie™ Arrow Retention Spring Dampener, TenPoint’s
Care Kit, and a NEW and innovative Custom Service Package.

The Phantom Xtra comes standard with the purchaser’s choice of either of our patented ACUdraw™ or ACUdraw 50™
cocking mechanisms and either one of our two scope options, the 3x Pro-View or Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope.

Shadow CLS™
The NEW Shadow CLS is a potent 175-pound
companion to TenPoint’s two,185-pound Phantom
models. At a blistering 330 fps, the Shadow adds a value-
priced choice to the CLS-powered collection of crossbows.

Delivering pinpoint accuracy, bone-crushing power
and precision performance, the Shadow is fueled by
TenPoint’s Compact Limb System Technology (CLS) and features
bronze-anodized machined metal components, our patented PowerTouch trigger, and patented GripSafety.

Double-dip fluid-imaged in REALTREE® APG HD,™ the Shadow CLS comes with a starter package including
our 4-Arrow HX Quiver,™ Claw® Sling, a six-pack of Easton aluminum arrows with three broadheads and
three practice points, and TenPoint’s Wedgie™ Arrow Retention Spring Dampener. It also comes standard with
the purchaser’s choice of either of the patented ACUdraw™ or ACUdraw 50™ cocking mechanisms and either
one of our two scope options, the 3x Multi-Line or Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope.

Lazer HP™
Priced for customers looking to move up to TenPoint’s precision-
performance top-of-the-line models, the NEW Lazer HP combines a
select mix of time-tested technology that has evolved over the years from
our field-proven 185-pound ST limb models.

At a lightning quick 313 fps, the Lazer HP features 185-pound TenPoint ST limbs driven by
TenPoint’s powerful HP cams. This power plant is mounted on our bronze anodized 18 1/2-
inch machined ACRA-ANGLE barrel equipped with our patented PowerTouch™ trigger. The
result is a combination of blistering speed, tack-driving accuracy, and flawless performance.

Double-dip fluid imaged in REALTREE HARDWOODS GREEN HD™, the Lazer HP is packaged with the 3x Pro-View or Pro-40 Multi-Dot
Scope, 4-Arrow HX Quiver, three-pack of arrows with practice points, and TenPoint’s Wedgie™ Arrow Retention Spring Dampener. The
Lazer HP will accept either of our user-friendly patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanisms.

GT Flex™
Three recurve crossbows in one, the NEW GT Flex delivers the
perfect synergy between TenPoint’s NEW GT Recurve Limb™ bow
assembly (see page 20 & 21) and the innovative three-position 6 Point
Slider stock assembly, first introduced in 2006.

At 6 lbs. 4 oz. this lightweight, quiet and compact hunting machine delivers the
most efficient transfer of energy per inch of power stroke and per pound of draw
weight of any recurve crossbow on the market. Equipped with TenPoint’s
machined aluminum UL Triloc barrel, riser and TenPoint’s patented PowerTouch-6
trigger, there is no better dollar-value in the industry today.

Mounted in its 180-pound/13.25-inch power stroke position, it is a lethal 300 fps deer hunter. Locked in its
medium, 125-pound/11.875-inch stroke position, it transforms into the perfect recurve for turkey hunting and bow-fishing. And, in its
90-pound/7.75-inch stroke position, it is the ideal training crossbow for youngsters and first-time shooters.

Double-dip fluid-imaged in Mossy Oak Break Up® the GT Flex is sold as a package or as a bow only with a peep and pin sighting
system. The GT Flex is available with or without TenPoint’s patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism.

GT Curve™
True to TenPoint’s obsession with precision engineering and quality,
the NEW value-priced GT Curve delivers a lethal combination of
power, pin-point accuracy and performance in a recurve-style crossbow.

At 7-pounds, this lightweight and maneuverable crossbow features the NEW
180-pound GT Recurve bow assembly mounted on the TenPoint Series molded
one-piece Verton® FST thumbhole stock and barrel assembly.

Equipped with our premium patented PowerTouch-10 trigger, it generates speeds up to 300
fps and produces a nearly identical speed and kinetic energy efficiency curve as the GT Flex.

Double-dip fluid imaged in REALTREE HARDWOODS HD™, this model comes packaged with the Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, 4-Arrow HX
Quiver, and a three-pack of arrows with practice points. It can be ordered with or without an ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism.6 7



Pro Fusion™
TenPoint’s lightweight, quiet and affordable 175-
pound Pro Fusion improves its trigger performance
in 2008 with the addition of the patented
PowerTouch-10™ trigger, an upgrade that
incorporates TenPoint’s premium trigger action into
a new machined housing that is fashioned to fit the
Pro Fusion stock. This upgrade produces a lighter,
smoother trigger pull and improves accuracy.

Double-dip fluid imaged in REALTREE
HARDWOODS HD™ the Pro Fusion will come
packaged with our 4-Arrow Instant Detach HX
Quiver, six aluminum arrows with three
broadheads and three practice points, and the
popular Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope.

Recurve Limb
Twelve years in development, TenPoint’s new laminated 180-pound GT Recurve-style Limbs exceed the parameters established in
its original design envelope. Pound-for-pound and inch-for-inch, its 85% energy transfer rating is the best in the crossbow industry.

Co-engineered by Gordon Glass and TenPoint, its superior design sets a new recurve limb standard for optimum power
stroke, deflection, over-pull, brace height, and poundage.

At the heart of the design is a ground, tapered power-generating glass core supported by a cross-weaved glass filler that establishes
the dimensional requirements for thickness and adds unparalleled stability and durability to the overall construction. This package is
then captured on both sides by premium S-Glass outer skins completing a classic design destined to become the best in the industry.

PowerTouch Trigger Upgrades
The NEW PowerTouch-10™ and PowerTouch-6™ trigger upgrades give
TenPoint the ability to incorporate its patented PowerTouch trigger mechanics
throughout the entire crossbow line-up.

The PowerTouch-10 design allows us to install our best trigger technology into
our light-weight, one-piece Verton stocks, making this trigger available as an
upgrade for Titan TL-7 and pre-2008 Pro Fusion models. The PowerTouch-6
does the same for our multi-position 6 Point Series models. The original Deluxe
PowerTouch trigger remains in use on our top-of-the-line TenPoint Series
aluminum barrel models.

Contact TenPoint’s Customer Service via email under our “contact us” heading at
www.tenpointcrossbows.com or telephone 330.628.9245 for additional
information.

TenPoint Soft Crossbow Case
Designed by Neet Products, Inc. for TenPoint, this NEW soft crossbow case features a wider
body for both compound and recurve crossbows along with shape-holding side panels for
added depth to accommodate mounted optics and additional crossbow accessories. Made
with double-stitched, high-grade Cordura® and Trico-lining, this functionally improved design
also includes a heavy-duty YKK zipper with double pulls and a removable shoulder strap.

Available in black with REALTREE HARDWOODS GREEN HD® or Mossy Oak Break-Up®
accented panels.

Pro Slider™   
The 6 Point Series Pro Slider also steps up its
trigger performance for 2008 with the addition of
the patented PowerTouch-6™ trigger upgrade.
This upgrade adapts TenPoint’s industry leading
PowerTouch trigger mechanics into a new
machined housing that is compatible with the
6 Point Series UL TriLoc barrel. The result is a
surgically precise multi-position crossbow
adaptable to virtually any shooter, regardless of
age, sex, stature or physical ability.

Double-dip fluid imaged in Mossy Oak Break-Up®, the
Pro Slider comes packaged with our 4-Arrow Instant
Detach HX Quiver, three aluminum arrows with
practice points, and the popular 3x Multi-Line Scope.

4-Arrow Instant Detach HX Conventional Bow Quiver™
A smart addition to any conventional bow users’ equipment list,TenPoint’s
NEW six-ounce, sturdy 4-Arrow Instant Detach HX Conventional Bow
Quiver™ is a perfect adaptation of our 2007 HX Quiver crossbow design.

Included with the new quiver are two interchangeable rubber arrow grippers:
TenPoint’s standard (crossbow) gripper, which accepts 21/64ths through 23/64ths
diameter shafts, and a second conventional bow gripper which fits 17/64ths
through 20/64ths diameter shafts. Built into the quiver’s X-Connector, the Lever
Lock mounting system allows the user to instantly attach or detach the quiver.

Bow-Fishing Rig
Manufactured by AMS,TenPoint’s NEW Bow-Fishing Rig and mount is a welcome
addition for the shooter wanting to take their crossbow experience to an
entirely new level.

Attached directly to the crossbow’s riser, this compact, simple rig features a zero-
drag reel with exceptional line control, allowing the stacked, not spooled, line to
flow freely from the bottle so the arrows fly further and deeper. With the AMS
Retriever, there are no bails to release or buttons to forget to push before the
shot – just shoulder, aim and shoot.

Check www.tenpointcrossbows.com for the introduction of TenPoint’s

B.Y.O.B. ( Build Your Own Bow ) Custom Shop.
...> Select from a variety of premium stocks and other components to

custom build your own CLS package.

...> Select components to custom upgrade the TenPoint model you currently own.

Details available soon on the TenPoint website.
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Available only as a complete package

Fully-assembled, bore-sighted and
ready for the woods right out of
its BowMax™ hard travel case

Comes with choice of ACUdraw
or ACUdraw 50 cocking
mechanism

Comes with choice of 3x Pro-View
or Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope

* with
recommended
arrow

343 FPS* 

185 LB. Draw Weight

109.7 FP Kinetic Energy*

The Phantom Xtra’s field-tested Compact Limb System power plant and machined
ACRA-ANGLE barrel comes mounted on a precision-crafted, laminated wood version of
TenPoint’s functionally superior FST stock. This heirloom-quality stock, manufactured for
TenPoint by Keystone Sporting Arms, LLC, is fitted with a non-slip rubber butt plate, and
comes beautifully protected by a durable weather-resistant 
semi-gloss finish that will stand up to years of 
use in the field.

The Phantom Xtra package also includes special
amenities such as a Custom Service Package good up

to five years, hard and soft carrying cases, and a
custom arrow package that includes NEW
illuminated Tracer™ nocks.

The Compact Limb System (CLS) components
include a robust one-piece machined riser and foot
stirrup, 12-inch 185-pound IsoTaper limbs fitted with
maximum rotation CADD engineered MR Cams and

Brownell Ultra-Cam™ string and cables.
Combined, these elements form an

uncommonly compact, quiet, and powerful
bow assembly with a hunter-friendly
13-inch power stroke, and a highly
maneuverable 17.5-inch axle-to-axle
span when cocked.

The Phantom Xtra Package Includes:

•Your choice of  TenPoint’s 3x Pro-View Scope (pictured on crossbow) or the Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope.
• Your choice of either the patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism.
• 7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount.
• Deluxe 4-Arrow HX Quiver with instant detach Lever Lock accessory.
• NEW Claw® Sling w/swivels.
• Six-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite carbon fiber arrows with practice points.
• Six-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite Premium Hunter carbon fiber arrows equipped with

NAP® Spitfire® 100-grain broadheads and NEW Tracer™ nocks. Each Premium
Hunter arrow is precision-matched for trueness and weight-matched for accuracy.

• TenPoint airline-approved Bow-Max™ high-impact polymer hard travel case with
patented PillarLock™ system for maximum equipment protection.

• NEW Deluxe Soft Crossbow Case.
• SteddyEddy® telescoping lightweight aluminum monopod with patented Posi-Lock System.
•TenPoint CareKit, including Microlon® Precision Oiler, chap stick-sized String Wax &

Conditioner, telescoping Combo LensPen Brush & Cleaner, and Carry Case.
•TenPoint Wedgie™ Arrow Retention Spring Dampener and VIBRA-DAMP™ Cable Suppressors.
• TenPoint Staff Shooter Field Cap.
• Owner’s Instructional DVD with exciting over-the-shoulder hunts.
• NEW: Two Custom Service Package certificates worth $99 each (good for 5-years).

Designed for the discriminating hunter
or collector looking for the best of the
best, the NEW Phantom Xtra, a
premium version of TenPoint’s 2007
blockbuster Phantom CLS, takes
crossbow aesthetics and performance
to a new level.

SEE BACK PAGES OF
CATALOG FOR DETAILED
BOW FEATURES,
SPECIFICATIONS AND
PURCHASE OPTIONS
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Available only as a complete package

Fully-assembled, bore-sighted and
ready for the woods right out of
its BowMax™ hard travel case

Comes with choice of ACUdraw
or ACUdraw 50 cocking
mechanism

Comes with choice of 3x Pro-View
or Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope

* with
recommended
arrow

343 FPS* 

185 LB. Draw Weight

109.7 FP Kinetic Energy*

The Compact Limb System (CLS) components include a
robust one-piece machined riser and foot stirrup, 12-inch
185-pound IsoTaper limbs fitted with maximum rotation
CADD engineered MR Cams™ and Brownell Ultra-Cam™
string and cables. Combined, these elements form an
uncommonly compact, quiet, and powerful bow assembly
with a hunter-friendly 13-inch power stroke, and a highly
maneuverable 17.5-inch axle-to-axle span when cocked.

The Phantom features TenPoint’s Compact Limb
System Technology (CLS), a collection of bow
assembly components that, when combined with a

hunter-friendly 13-inch power stroke,
produces a shot so smooth, quiet and
vibration free, it is difficult to believe it
delivers its payload at a blazing 343 fps.

The revolutionary CLS components
include a robust integrated machined riser

and foot stirrup, 12-inch, 185-pound IsoTaper
limbs equipped with maximum rotation CADD
engineered MR Cams,™ and Brownell Ultra-
Cam™ string and cables. Combined, these
elements form an ultra-compact bow assembly
with a highly maneuverable 17.5-inch axle-to-axle
span when cocked.

Fully double-dip fluid imaged in REALTREE® APG
HD™ and including all of  TenPoint’s patented
trigger, DFI, GripSafety, and cocking mechanism
technology, the Phantom CLS is the perfect synergy
of great looks, unparalleled performance, and
awesome power.

The Phantom CLS Package Includes:

•Your choice of  TenPoint’s 3x Pro-View Scope (pictured on crossbow) or the Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope.
•Your choice of either the patented ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism.
• 7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount.
• Deluxe 4-Arrow HX Quiver with instant detach Lever Lock accessory.
• NEW Claw® Sling w/swivels.
• Six-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite carbon fiber arrows with practice points.
•Three-pack of TenPoint Pro Elite Premium Hunter carbon fiber arrows equipped

with NAP® Spitfire® 100-grain broadheads. Each Premium Hunter arrow is
precision-matched for trueness and weight-matched for accuracy.

•TenPoint airline-approved Bow-Max™ high-impact polymer hard travel case with
patented PillarLock™ system for maximum equipment protection.

• SteddyEddy® telescoping lightweight aluminum monopod with patented Posi-
Lock System.

•TenPoint CareKit, including Microlon® Precision Oiler, chap stick-sized String Wax
& Conditioner, telescoping Combo LensPen Brush & Cleaner, and Carry Case.

•TenPoint Wedgie™ Arrow Retention Spring Dampener and VIBRA-DAMP™ Cable Suppressors.
•TenPoint Staff Shooter Field Cap.
• Owner’s Instructional DVD with exciting over-the-shoulder hunts.

Introduced in 2007, the Phantom CLS
gained instant recognition as the
industry leader while ushering in the
next generation of crossbow
technology.

SEE BACK PAGES OF
CATALOG FOR DETAILED
BOW FEATURES,
SPECIFICATIONS AND
PURCHASE OPTIONS
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Available only as a package

Available with or without patented
ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50
cocking mechanism

Comes with choice of TenPoint
3x Multi-Line Scope or Pro-40
Multi-Dot Scope

SEE BACK PAGES OF CATALOG FOR
DETAILED BOW FEATURES, SPECIFICATIONS
AND PURCHASE OPTIONS

* with recommended arrow

330 FPS* 

175 LB. Draw Weight

101.5 FP Kinetic Energy*

Available only as a package

May be purchased with or
without ACUdraw or ACUdraw
50 cocking mechanism

Comes with choice of 3x Pro-View
Scope or Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope

SEE BACK PAGES OF CATALOG FOR
DETAILED BOW FEATURES, SPECIFICATIONS
AND PURCHASE OPTIONS

* with recommended arrow

313 FPS* 

185 LB. Draw Weight

91.4 FP Kinetic Energy*

Double-dip fluid imaged in REALTREE® APG HD™ and powered by TenPoint’s extraordinary Compact Limb
System (CLS) riser, limb and cam configuration, the Shadow is a worthy 330 fps member of TenPoint’s elite
collection of CLS models. It features bronze anodized machined components and all of the
patented safety and performance driven crossbow technology that TenPoint has to offer.

Delivering pinpoint accuracy, bone-crushing power, and
precision performance, the NEW Shadow CLS is a potent, 
value-priced 175-pound companion to TenPoint’s two 
185-pound Phantom models.

The Shadow CLS Package Includes:

•TenPoint’s 3x Multi-Line Scope or Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope (pictured on crossbow).

• 7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount.

• Deluxe 4-Arrow HX Quiver with instant detach Lever Lock accessory.

• NEW Claw® Sling w/swivels.

•Three-pack of TenPoint aluminum arrows equipped with NAP® Spitfire®
100-grain broadheads.

•Three-pack of TenPoint aluminum arrows equipped with practice points.

•TenPoint Wedgie™ Arrow Retention Spring Dampener.

•TenPoint Staff Shooter Field Cap.

• Owner’s Instructional DVD with exciting over-the-shoulder hunts.

The Lazer HP is double-dip fluid imaged in REALTREE HARDWOODS GREEN HD® and features 185-pound ST
limbs driven by powerful HP cams. This power plant is mounted on TenPoint’s bronze anodized 18.5-inch machined
ACRA-ANGLE barrel equipped with the patented Deluxe PowerTouch Trigger and GripSafety.
The result is a combination of blistering speed, tack-driving accuracy, and flawless performance.

The Lazer HP Package Includes:

•TenPoint’s 3x Pro-View Scope (pictured on crossbow) or Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope.

• 7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount.

• Deluxe 4-Arrow HX Quiver with instant detach Lever Lock accessory.

•Three-pack of TenPoint aluminum arrows equipped with practice points.

•TenPoint Wedgie™ Arrow Retention Spring Dampener.

•TenPoint Staff Shooter Field Cap.

• Owner’s Instructional DVD with exciting over-the-shoulder hunts.

Sporting a mix of time-tested technology that has evolved over the
years from our field-proven 185-pound ST limb models, the NEW
313 fps Lazer HP is priced for customers looking to move up to
TenPoint’s precision performance, top-of-the-line collection.14 15



Available only as a package

May be purchased with or without
ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50
cocking mechanism

Comes with Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope

SEE BACK PAGES OF CATALOG FOR
DETAILED BOW FEATURES, SPECIFICATIONS
AND PURCHASE OPTIONS

* with recommended arrow

305 FPS* 

175 LB. Draw Weight

86.7 FP Kinetic Energy*

Available as a bow with scope
only or as a package

Packaged Titans may be
purchased with or without
ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50
cocking mechanism

Comes with Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope

SEE BACK PAGES OF CATALOG FOR
DETAILED BOW FEATURES, SPECIFICATIONS
AND PURCHASE OPTIONS

* with recommended arrow

280 FPS* 

165 LB. Draw Weight

73.1 FP Kinetic Energy*

A fusion of technology, function and form, the IMPROVED
Pro Fusion delivers high octane performance at an
affordable mid-range price.

Upgraded for 2008, the Pro Fusion features the addition of the patented PowerTouch-10 trigger, which
incorporates TenPoint’s premium 3.5-pound trigger action into a new machined housing made to fit the
Pro Fusion stock. This new trigger produces a lighter, smoother trigger pull and improves accuracy.
Combined with our field-proven HL limb, machined wheels and Fast Flight bow assembly, the Pro Fusion
is a lightweight precision hunting crossbow that shoots at speeds comfortably exceeding 300 fps.

The ProFusion Package Includes:

•TenPoint’s Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope.

• 7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount.

• Deluxe 4-Arrow HX Quiver with instant detach Lever Lock accessory.

•Three-pack of TenPoint aluminum arrows equipped with NAP® Spitfire® 100-grain
broadheads.

•Three-pack of TenPoint aluminum arrows equipped with practice points.

•TenPoint Staff Shooter Field Cap.

• Owner’s Instructional DVD with exciting over-the-shoulder hunts.

This workhorse bow features a lightweight one-piece molded Verton® combination stock and barrel
design,TenPoint’s patent-pending RollerTouch trigger, field-tested TL-4 quad limbs powered by
machined aluminum wheels, yoked steel cables, and B-66 synthetic string. Its ever-growing popularity
and legendary reliability keep it in its valued position within the TenPoint lineup.

The Titan TL-7 Package Includes:

•TenPoint’s Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope.

• 7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount.

• Deluxe 4-Arrow HX Quiver with instant detach Lever Lock accessory.

•Three-pack of TenPoint aluminum arrows equipped with practice points.

•TenPoint Staff Shooter Field Cap.

• Owner’s Instructional DVD with exciting over-the-shoulder hunts.

Pro Fusion, GT Curve,
& Titan TL-7 one-piece
Stock & Barrel Combo

The Titan TL-7 continues to defy its classification as an entry-
level model by outclassing and outperforming other brand’s
top-of-the-line models.16 17



Available as a package only

May be purchased with or without
ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50
cocking mechanism

Comes with Pro-40 Multi-Dot
Scope

* with 350-grain
arrow

up to 300 FPS* 

180 LB. Draw Weight

70 FP Kinetic Energy*

The affordable GT Curve combines TenPoint’s NEW 180-pound GT Limb bow assembly with our
patented PowerTouch-10 trigger and molded one-piece Verton® stock and barrel assembly to create
a lethal combination of speed, accuracy, and dependability. Its hunter-friendly 13.375-inch power stroke
and lightweight, compact frame also makes it easy to load and highly maneuverable in the woods.

Both the GT Curve and GT Flex (page 20) are powered by 

The NEW 180-pound GT Recurve Limb
Twelve years in development,TenPoint’s new laminated 180-pound

GT Recurve Limb exceeds the parameters established in its original
design envelope. Pound-for-pound and inch-for-inch, its 85% energy
transfer rating is the best in the crossbow industry (see graph below).

Co-engineered by Gordon Glass and TenPoint, its
superior design sets a new limb standard for

optimum power stroke, deflection, over-pull,
brace height, and poundage.

At the heart of the design is a ground, tapered
power-generating glass core supported by a cross-
weaved glass filler that sets the required thickness
and adds unparalleled stability and durability to the
overall construction. This package is then captured
on both sides by premium S-Glass outer skins
completing a classic design destined to become
the best in the industry.

The GT Curve Package Includes:

•TenPoint’s Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope.

• 7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount.

• Deluxe 4-Arrow HX Quiver with instant detach Lever Lock accessory.

•Three-pack of TenPoint aluminum arrows equipped with practice points.

•TenPoint Staff Shooter Field Cap.

• Owner’s Instructional DVD with exciting over-the-shoulder hunts.

Representing TenPoint’s long-awaited
entrance into the recurve crossbow
market, the NEW GT Curve is the perfect
embodiment of fit, form and function.

SEE BACK PAGES OF
CATALOG FOR DETAILED
BOW FEATURES,
SPECIFICATIONS AND
PURCHASE OPTIONS
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Available as a bow with scope
only or as a package

Packaged Pro Sliders may be
purchased with or without
ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50
cocking mechanism

Comes with 3x Multi-Line Scope

SEE BACK PAGES OF CATALOG FOR
DETAILED BOW FEATURES, SPECIFICATIONS
AND PURCHASE OPTIONS

* with recommended arrow

305 FPS* 

175 LB. Draw Weight

86.7 FP Kinetic Energy*

Available as a bow only with peep
and pin or as a package 

Packaged GT Flex may be purchased
with or without ACUdraw or
ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanism

Packaged model comes with
3x Multi-Line Scope

SEE BACK PAGES OF CATALOG FOR
DETAILED BOW FEATURES, SPECIFICATIONS
AND PURCHASE OPTIONS

* with 350-grain arrow

up to 300 FPS* 

180 LB. Draw Weight

70 FP Kinetic Energy*

Regardless of the position selected (see chart), it is a high-performance, precision crafted hunting
machine with a center of balance to suit all ages and sizes. The 2008 model has been upgraded with
TenPoint’s patented 3.5-pound PowerTouch-6 trigger, improving accuracy and making the trigger pull
lighter and smoother. The Pro Slider is double-dip fluid imaged in Mossy Oak Break-Up®.

The Pro Slider Package Includes:

•TenPoint’s 3x Multi-Line Scope.

• 7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount.

• Deluxe 4-Arrow HX Quiver with instant detach Lever Lock accessory.

•Three-pack of TenPoint aluminum arrows equipped with practice points.

•TenPoint Staff Shooter Field Cap.

• Owner’s Instructional DVD with exciting over-the-shoulder hunts.

Mounted in its 180-pound/13.25-inch power stroke position, it is a lethal 300 FPS deer hunter. Locked in its medium, 125-pound/11.875-
inch stroke position, it transforms into the perfect recurve for turkey hunting and bow-fishing. And, in its 90-pound/7.75-inch stroke
position, it is destined to become the industry’s highest quality training crossbow for youngsters and first-time shooters.

Double-dip fluid imaged in Mossy Oak Break-Up®, weighing 6 lb. 4 oz., and equipped with TenPoint’s machined UL TriLoc
barrel, riser and TenPoint’s patented PowerTouch trigger, there is no better performance or dollar-value in the industry today.

The GT Flex Package Includes:

•TenPoint’s 3x Multi-Line Scope.

• 7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Mount.

• Deluxe 4-Arrow HX Quiver with instant detach Lever Lock accessory.

•Three-pack of TenPoint aluminum arrows equipped with practice points.

•TenPoint Staff Shooter Field Cap.

• Owner’s Instructional DVD with exciting over-the-shoulder hunts.

The 305 FPS Pro Slider’s innovative design allows its bow assembly to slide
between its machined upper and lower TriLoc barrel and to locate and lock in any
of three shooting positions, making it ideal for multiple shooters within a family or
any shooter, regardless of age, sex or physical stature.

The NEW GT Flex combines TenPoints super-efficient NEW GT
Recurve Limb (see page 9) with its innovative 6 Point Slider stock
assembly to create three amazing recurve crossbows in one. 

Pro Slider Performance
Draw Weight Power Stroke FPS

175 12.0 305+ Long Position
150 10.625 280+ Medium Position
125 6.5 220 Short Position

Each position creates a new center of balance with a different power stroke,draw weight,and speed.

GT Flex Performance
Draw Weight Power Stroke FPS

180 13.25 300 Long Position
125 11.875 265 Medium Position
90 7.75 175 Short Position

Each position creates a new center of balance with a different power stroke,draw weight,and speed.

up to

up to

up to
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TenPoint Series Core Performance Features
All TenPoint Series crossbows are made with a group of Core Performance Features
(noted by black dot on callouts) that ensure accuracy, dependability, and durability
regardless of the model you purchase. While our top-of-the-line models include additional
premium features and benefits that make them undeniably the best in the industry, our
Core Performance Features are the foundation upon which the entire series is built.

The main assembly bolt’s locking
setscrew and the foot stirrup’s two

attachment setscrews are located on
the underside of the crossbow’s riser

(foot stirrup setscrews not
applicable to CLS models)

•• VIBRA-CUSH®

patented bow-to-barrel
mounting system

• Limb-bolt 
locking setscrews

(only on the Lazer HP)

Precision CNC machined
aluminum wheels or cams

(not on GT Curve)

Red dot indicates items that are exclusive to or were first
introduced by TenPoint Crossbow Technologies.

Lightweight aluminum foot
stirrup with sound-dampening
rubber coating (CLS  models have
an extruded and machined one-piece

foot stirrup and riser)

•• OTT (over-the-top)
limb-pocket and Zytel®
“lift & separate” limb 
suspension system
(not on GT Curve)

TenPoint’s 4-Arrow Instant
Detach HX Quiver

Sling swivel studs are 
standard equipment 

on all models

•• Power Limb-Tip Caps
(GT Curve equipped with limb
tips containing secondary field

re-stringer shelf)

• Patented GripSafety
secondary safety (only available

on models with original Deluxe
PowerTouch trigger)

•• ACRA-ANGLE
Barrel

•• Patented DFI
(dry-fire-inhibitor)

•• Synthetic cable
yokes for the ultimate in
tuneability and stability

(not on GT Curve)

• IsoTaper Quad-Limb
System (on CLS models only)

(TenPoint’s four quad-limb
systems are model-specific to

ensure optimum performance)

• CADD designed and
engineered machined

aluminum riser

•• ACUdraw-Ready
FST Stock

ACRA-ARROW
retention spring

• MIM (metal injection molded)
CLAW-OVER string latch

(on the PowerTouch triggers only)

Weaver-style machined 
aluminum 7/8" Dovetail 

Scope Mount3x Pro-View Scope
(see scope lineup in
accessories section)

•• Quiet MIM 
(metal injection molded)

ambidextrous automatic safety

• Optional ACUdraw (or ACUdraw 50)
Patented Integrated Automated Cocking

Unit (your choice included on CLS models)
Available on all other models

ACUdraw crank handle

• Patented PowerTouch
trigger with MIM (metal injection

molded) action components
(the Titan TL-7 is equipped with our
patent pending RollerTouch trigger)

Black dot indicates a core performance feature.

• PBT Performance 
Cable Saver

• Optional Wedgie (patent pending)
retention spring dampener 

(standard on CLS and Lazer HP models)

• Optional telescoping SteddyEddy
Monopod System (included in Phantom Xtra and

Phantom CLS packages)

180-pound GT Recurve
Limb system

(only available on GT Curve)
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6 Point Series Core Performance Features
Like the TenPoint Series, our two 6 Point Series models are built on an equally impressive foundation of core features (noted
by black dot on callouts) that mirror most of those in the TenPoint Series. While the Pro Slider and GT Flex are conceptually
very different from our original TenPoint Series’ models, it is easy to recognize the gene pool from which they come.

Solid extruded 
and machined 
aluminum foot 

stirrup with 
added foot 

stability

•• Complete-Capture 
limb-pocket 

isolation system

Optional TenPoint HX
4-Arrow Quiver •• Power Limb-Tip Caps

(GT Flex equipped with limb
tips containing secondary field

re-stringer shelf)

•• Patented UL TriLoc
machined aluminum Multi-
Position Barrel Assembly

•• Synthetic cable
yokes for the ultimate in
tuneability and stability

(not on GT Flex) 

• PBT Performance
Cable Saver

• HL Quad-Limb System
(GT Flex has GT Recurve

Limb System)

CADD designed and
engineered machined

aluminum riser

ACRA-ARROW
retention spring

Orange dot indicates items that are exclusive to or were
first introduced by TenPoint Crossbow Technologies.

Black dot indicates a core performance feature.

Weaver style machined 
aluminum 7/8" Dovetail 

Scope Mount

•• Patented DFI
(dry-fire-inhibitor)

•• Patented PowerTouch-6
3.5-pound trigger

• Safety-engineered
fore-grip locates in

either of two positions

3x Multi-Line Scope
(GT Flex ordered as

crossbow only, comes with
Peep & Pin Sights)

• Ambidextrous 
Automatic Safety

Sling swivel studs are 
standard equipment 

on all models

•• ACUdraw-Ready 
Verton® two-piece 
stock and fore-grip

• Optional ACUdraw 50 or ACUdraw
patented integrated automated cocking

unit available on all models
(stock covers only on model shown)

Precision CNC
machined aluminum

wheels (not on GT Flex)

Both models also accept the popular SteddyEddy Monopod System

180-pound GT Recurve
Limb system

(only available on GT Flex)
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The ACUdraw 50 Handles retract and store neatly
against the stock when not in use.

Two Great Cocking Devices – Making Bowhunting Accessible to Everyone

A decade ago few crossbows had draw weights over 150-pounds, and cocking a crossbow was
no great chore. In recent years, however, many manufacturers have employed a variety of
means - in many cases taking technological shortcuts - to boost arrow speed in order to
sell their crossbows. All of those means - using heavier limbs, longer power strokes, and
reverse cams - have made loading the modern crossbow more difficult for nearly
everyone and impossible for some.

TenPoint responded to the need before all others by developing its two integrated,
convenient and easy-to-use patented cocking devices, the ACUdraw and the ACUdraw 50.

The ACUdraw 50 reduces a crossbow’s draw weight by 50%. The original
ACUdraw converts even the heaviest draw weight to about five pounds of
effort. Both devices load the bow string accurately every time.

Patented ACUdraw 50 –
Takes the Traditional Rope-Cocker to a New Level

For years many crossbow shooters have used the conventional rope-
cocker to load their crossbows, reducing the draw weight by half.
While this old method does its job, it is cumbersome.

TenPoint has taken this leveraged rope-cocking concept to a new, easy-to-
use level by integrating it into the butt stock and adding a heavy-duty
retraction spring that silently and effortlessly draws the ropes securely
back inside the unit’s housing after each use. No storing the rope,
untangling it, or putting it away after using it.

...> Draws the bow accurately every time

...> No more dangling ropes or handles

...> No more need to hang a rope around your neck or
to stash it in your fanny pack

...> When not in use, powerful mini-magnets hold the
handles securely and silently in place

...> Available pre-installed or as an accessory

...> Can be retrofitted to any TenPoint stock

...> Lightweight and affordable

Patented ACUdraw –
The Premier Cocking Aid Available Today

The patented ACUdraw is the most user-friendly and practical
solution available on the market today for cocking a crossbow
effortlessly and accurately. Fully integrated into the stock, with no
dangling parts, it requires only the strength of the average person’s
index finger to operate. And, it only weighs slightly over one
pound, unlike some of the competition’s heavy and cumbersome
add-on cocking devices. It allows hunters of all ages and physical

abilities to enjoy the great experience of bowhunting.

...> Reduces draw weight to about 5-pounds when
operated manually

...> Belt holster for ACUdraw crank included

...> Cranks manually or powers-up with almost any
cordless screwdriver or drill (equipped with a clutch
or low-torque setting)

....> Unlike most other crossbow cocking
mechanisms, it is lightweight and has no bulky
clamp-on assemblies or hang-on accessories

...> Draws the bow accurately every time

...> Available as an accessory or pre-installed

Patented
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4-Arrow Instant Detach HX Quivers™ 
Weighing only 6-ounces empty and available in three camo patterns, TenPoint’s two HX Quivers feature a
four-arrow ABS cup and a rubber arrow gripper connected by two ultra-light carbon fiber rods. This sturdy
double-rod backbone is stabilized with a two-sided polycarbonate X-Connector™ that snaps together while
positioning and adjusting the quiver for left or right-handed use and then bolts securely into a locked position.
The backside of the X-Connector is fitted with a Lever Lock mounting system which screws directly onto the
bow, allowing the user to instantly attach or detach the quiver.

The cup and rubber gripper are molded with raised nubs that protect arrow fletching from getting crushed
when the crossbow sits on a table, floor, or the ground.

HX Crossbow Quiver 
The HX Crossbow Quiver’s rubber arrow gripper fits arrow shafts between 21/64ths and 23/64ths in diameter.

HCA-01807-4 4-Arrow Instant Detach HX Quiver in REALTREE® APG HD™
HCA-01807-6 4-Arrow Instant Detach HX Quiver in ADVANTAGE TIMBER HD®
HCA-01807-3 4-Arrow Instant Detach HX Quiver in Mossy Oak Break-Up®
HCA-01806-3 4-Arrow Instant Detach HX Quiver in Mossy Oak Break-Up® 

(for 6 Point Series Crossbows)

HX Conventional Bow Quiver
The HX Conventional Bow Quiver comes with two arrow grippers. It is mounted with the standard arrow
gripper for shafts from 21/64ths thru 23/64ths diameter. The second gripper, which easily replaces the standard
gripper, fits arrow shafts between 17/64ths and 20/64ths in diameter.

HCA-02007-3 4-Arrow Instant Detach HX Conventional Bow Quiver in Mossy Oak Break-Up®
HCA-02007-4 4-Arrow Instant Detach HX Conventional Bow Quiver in REALTREE® APG HD™
HCA-02007-6 4-Arrow Instant Detach HX Conventional Bow Quiver in ADVANTAGE TIMBER HD®

SteddyEddy®
Manufactured for TenPoint by Stoney Point® Products, Inc., the SteddyEddy telescoping two-section monopod ensures motion-free shooting while seated in a tree stand or
ground blind, or while standing with the shooting stick supported against the mid-section of your body. Made of hard-tempered alloy aluminum, its patented Posi-Lock
System™ allows you to quickly set its length with a quick turn of the extension pole. It attaches directly to your crossbow using a completely maneuverable ball-joint
mount or with the new Ball Stem Mounting Bracket and ball-joint (HCA-039). It clamps conveniently under your stock when not in use. All SteddyEddys come standard
with a cushioned hand grip, an all-terrain carbide tip that grips rock and ice, and a removable rubber support ball that grips solid surfaces and cushions the system when
supported against your body.

HCA-030 SteddyEddy Crossbow Monopod System (for TenPoint Series models)
HCA-03006 SteddyEddy Crossbow Monopod System (for 6 Point Series models)

Easily installed, the new Ball Stem Mounting Bracket gives you more options for mounting the SteddyEddy ball-joint and your sling swivel
stud. Use this new bracket to retrofit crossbows with the new and improved larger diameter Ball Stem mounting screw or to give
yourself the option of mounting your front sling swivel stud on the left or right side of the crossbow.

HCA-039 SteddyEddy Ball Stem Mounting Bracket

SteddyEddy System Accessories 
HCA-03310 Rod Retention Clip (for TenPoint Series models)
HCA-03306 Rod Retention Clip (for 6 Point Series models)
HCA-037 3rd Extension (for shooting in standing position) - not pictured

Sling
The Claw® Sling, manufactured for TenPoint by Quake Industries,™ is clearly superior in quality, design
and construction. It features heavy-duty adjustable nylon straps (swivels included) and a longer,
completely non-slip and noise free rubber shoulder pad molded in Quake’s all purpose camo.

HCA-00307-5 The Claw® (by Quake Industries™) in the all purpose style camo

Mossy Oak Break-Up®REALTREE HARDWOODS GREEN HD®

REALTREE® APG HD™ADVANTAGE TIMBER HD®

TenPoint Hard Travel Case
TenPoint’s BowMax airline approved, high-impact polymer hard travel case provides protection, security, and ease
of transport for your crossbow investment. Manufactured for TenPoint by Plano Outdoor Products, it contains
all the room necessary to securely protect your crossbow and its accessories. It closes securely with three
snap-down latches, and the exterior design features a heavy-duty swivel-mounted carrying handle with an over-
molded rubber grip. Small accessories store neatly in a StowAway utility box included with every crossbow case.

HCA-200 TenPoint BowMax™ Hard Case

TenPoint Deluxe Soft Carrying Case
Designed by Neet Products, Inc. for TenPoint, this NEW soft crossbow case features a wider body for both compound and
recurve crossbows along with sturdy side panels for added depth to accommodate mounted optics and additional
crossbow accessories. Made with double-stitched, high-grade Cordura®, thick padding and Trico-lining, this functionally
improved design also includes a heavy-duty YKK zipper with double pulls and a removable shoulder strap.

Available in black with REALTREE HARDWOODS GREEN HD® or Mossy Oak Break-Up® accented panels.

HCA-20107-1 TenPoint Soft Crossbow Case in REALTREE HARDWOODS GREEN HD® (NEW ’08)
HCA-20107-3 TenPoint Soft Crossbow Case in Mossy Oak Break-Up® (NEW ’08)

Patented ACUdraw™ and ACUdraw 50™ (also shown on pages 26 & 27)
Your dealer – or you if you have the proper tools – can install either of these two
incredible patented cocking devices. Units include a template for drilling the receiver
holes in pre-2003 TenPoint models (drill, bits and hole cutter not included). Receiver
holes are pre-molded in current models. Installation instructions are included.

HCA-000-B-II ACUdraw Cocking Mechanism
HCA-000-B-A50 ACUdraw 50 Cocking Mechanism

ACUdraw Replacement Accessories (shown collectively)
HCA-400 ACUdraw Draw Cords (two-piece for pre-1998 claw)
HCA-401 ACUdraw Draw Cord (one-piece for new style claw)
HCA-411 ACUdraw Retraction Spring (post 1998)
HCA-41106 ACUdraw Retraction Spring (post 2006 without roll pin on hub

– call TenPoint’s Warranty Department at 330-628-9245 if clarification is needed)
HCA-421 ACUdraw Claw with self-centering draw cord
HCA-426 ACUdraw Claw Holder (for TenPoint Series models)
HCA-42606 ACUdraw Claw Holder (for 6 Point Series models)
HCA-428 ACUdraw Claw III Kit (includes claw, holder, and draw cord)
HCA-430 ACUdraw Hand Crank (replacement handle only)
HCA-435 ACUdraw Hand Crank & Holster Combo
HCA-450 ACUdraw 50 Replacement Draw Cords
HCA-451 ACUdraw 50 Replacement Retraction Spring
HCA-480 Stock Cover Kit (black, flat stock covers with hardware) - not shown
HCA-520 Installation Tool Kit for ACUdraw & ACUdraw 50 units - not shown

T-Handle Stability Pads
Molded from durable polyurethane with metal discs
embedded in them, these pads easily adhere to the butt
stock to create a magnetically-improved, noise-free handle
storage platform.

HCA-452 ACUdraw 50 T-Handle Stability Pads

Cable Savers
Made from Polybutylene Terephthalate (PBT) these two cable
savers provide a near friction-free and dimensionally stable
carriage for your cables, shot after shot. PBT is known for its
strength, lubricity, rigidity, and durability, a perfect combination
of characteristics required for an effective cable saver.

HCA-113 6 Point Series Cable Saver
HCA-114 TenPoint Series Cable Saver  

HCA-452 HCA-113 HCA-114

HCA-000-B-II          HCA-000-B-A50
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Maintenance
TenPoint’s CareKit™ includes three important maintenance tools (Microlon® Precision Oiler,TenPoint String Wax and
Conditioner, and TenPoint LensPen) packaged in a versatile multi-cavity translucent plastic mini-case with plenty of extra room
for other bow maintenance items.

HCA-11207 CareKit

The high-tech lubricant contained in the Microlon® Precision Oiler includes antioxidants, corrosion inhibitors, and microscopic
fractured resin particles all suspended in a high-quality lightweight oil base. It not only cleans metal surfaces and prevents
corrosion and rust, but the resin impregnates the metal to create a dry film lubricant. Perfect for crossbow rails, triggers and
wheels, this high-quality lubricant comes in a tube fitted with a precision applicator needle.

HCA-11106 Microlon® Precision Oiler (shown with kit) 

Made from all natural compounds,TenPoint String Wax and Conditioner comes in a convenient chap stick-style tube. This new
string wax and conditioner both lubricates and rejuvenates bow strings and cables. Scent-free and water-resistant, it greatly
reduces string friction and abrasion against cable slides, wheels or cams.

HCA-11007 TenPoint String Wax and Conditioner (shown with kit)

This clever lens treatment tool features a soft fiber lens brush that telescopes out of one end of its pen-sized tube and an
abrasive-free lens cleaning pad housed underneath a cap at the other end. The brush gets rid of scope lens dust and the
cleaning pad eliminates smudges and cleans and polishes lens surfaces without damaging or scratching the glass.

HCA-09107 TenPoint LensPen (combo brush and cleaner) (shown with kit) 

These additional lubricants are also highly effective maintenance tools that help keep crossbows in good working order. The Flight
Rail and Trigger Lube, unlike other manufacturers’ gel-based lubricants, will not gum-up in cold weather or collect dirt and grit, which
could make your trigger sluggish and impede its performance. Carry the convenient single-use oil wipes in your fanny pack for on-
the-go cleaning and lubrication needs. Extend the life of your strings and cables by keeping them adequately lubricated with wax.

HCA-111 Flight Rail and Trigger Lube
HCA-112.12 Flight Rail Oil Wipes (12 foil wrapped wipes per package) 

Broadheads
Not sure whether you want to shoot fixed blade broadheads or expandable broadheads?  Try them both. New
Archery Products® offers packages for both Thunderhead® fixed blade heads and Spitfire® expandable heads.

HEA-297 New Archery Products® Spitfire® 100-grain, 3-Blade Mechanical Broadhead 3-Pack
HEA-298 New Archery Products® Thunderhead® 100-grain Fixed Broadhead 3-Pack

Foot Stirrup
HCA-009 Standard Rubber Coated Foot Stirrup

Silencers
Help reduce sound with TenPoint’s Wedgie™ Arrow Retention Spring Dampener, and TenPoint’s
VIBRA-DAMP™ Cable Suppressors.

HCA-145 Wedgie™ Arrow Retention Spring Dampener
HCA-151 VIBRA-DAMP™ Cable Suppressors

Trigger Upgrades
TenPoint’s RollerTouch trigger finger is available as an upgrade accessory for those interested in improving
the pull-weight of pre-2007 Titan and pre-2006 Hybrid Lite model trigger mechanisms. The RollerTouch
finger has a double-roller installed at its top to reduce friction between the finger and the string latch
reducing the trigger pull to approximately 5-pounds. The trigger finger will be installed at the TenPoint
Service Department.

HCA-507 RollerTouch™ Trigger Finger

TenPoint’s two NEW 2008 PowerTouch trigger upgrades allow owners of Titan TL-7, pre-2008 Pro Fusion and pre-2008
6 Point Series models (Pro Slider and Slider) the ability to replace their triggers with the finest crossbow trigger made
today. All trigger upgrades must be arranged and installed by TenPoint’s Service Department at 330.628.9245.

HCA-50410 PowerTouch-10™ Trigger Upgrade Kit (NEW ’08) for TenPoint Series Titan TL-7’s and pre-2008 Pro Fusions.
HCA-50406 PowerTouch-6™ Trigger Upgrade Kit (NEW ’08) for 6 Point Series Sliders and pre-2008 Pro Sliders.

Scopes
Calibrated for crossbows that shoot in the 300 FPS range, this 20, 30, and 40-yard combo illuminated dot and crosshair configuration is housed in a lightweight, seven-inch
aluminum tube equipped with fully-coated 3x optics. The dots are positioned at the intersection of each duplex crosshair. Depending on your hunting conditions, you can
choose from a non-illuminated black dot or one of two illuminated, colored dots (red or green). A five-position rheostat controls the light intensity and color. 7/8-inch
scope mounting rings included.

HCA-097 3x Pro-View Scope with 7/8” mounting rings

Perfectly proportioned for a crossbow at only seven-inches long,
this light, compact scope features fully-coated 3x optics and
three duplex crosshairs calibrated for 20, 30, and 40-yard shots
with crossbows that shoot in the 300 FPS range. 7/8-inch scope
mounting rings included.

HCA-088 RangeMaster 3x32 Multi-Line Scope with 7/8” mounting rings

The Pro-40 is a zero-power 40mm multi-dot scope with an integrated, adjustable 7/8-inch mounting system that requires no rings. Its three illuminated dots, calibrated for
20, 30, and 40-yards for crossbows that shoot in the 300 FPS range, can be rendered in red or green to suit individual hunting and light conditions. The light intensity of
both color views is regulated by a five-position rheostat.

HCA-08907 Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope
HCA-081 1” Scope Rings with 7/8” mounting base

HCA-11207

HCA-111

HCA-112.12

HEA-297 HEA-298

HCA-009

HCA-151 HCA-145

HCA-50406

HCA-50410

7/8-Inch Dovetail Scope Mounts and Accessories
Our machined aluminum Weaver-style 7/8-inch Dovetail Scope Mounts come standard on all models
except the GT Flex (when sold unaccessorized as a bow only).

HCA-078 7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Scope Mount / black
HCA-072 7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Scope Mount / bronze
HCA-076 7/8-inch Fixed Mini Dovetail Scope Mount / black (for 40mm scopes)
HCA-077-H 7/8-inch Adjustable Dovetail Scope Mount / bronze (for crossbows equipped

with the RangeMaster Cam or Fixed Position Accessory)
HCA-07107 Peep and Pin Conversion Kit (for models with Adjustable Dovetail Scope

Mounts) not shown
HCA-074 Dovetail Fixed Position Accessory – not shown

Sights
Standard on the Pro Flex (when sold as a bow only), this machined aluminum sight bracket features
two pin slots and is mounted on the riser. The bracket comes with one pin. Additional pins are
available (HCA-050 Standard Sight Pin)

HCA-041 Front Sight Bracket with Pin
HCA-050 Standard Sight Pin
HCA-062 Rear Peep Sight (Rear peep will not fit on a 7/8” mount. Contact Customer 

Service at 330.628.9245 for details on purchasing a Peep and Pin Conversion Kit.)  Bow-Fishing Rig (NEW ’08)
Manufactured by AMS, the Bow-Fishing Rig and mount attaches directly to
the crossbow riser. This fast, simple rig is equipped with a zero-drag for
exceptional line control. It allows the stacked - not spooled - line to release
freely from the bottle so the arrows fly further and deeper. With the AMS
Retriever, there are no bails to release or buttons to forget to push before
the shot – just shoulder, aim, shoot, and retrieve.

Each kit comes with an AMS reel, a bottle including 35-yards of 130-pound Braided
Dacron Line, a mounting bracket with post-standoffs, and a bow-fishing arrow.

HCA-02808 Bow-Fishing Rig (NEW ’08)
HEA-508.1 Bow-Fishing Rig Replacement Arrow (NEW ’08)

3x Pro-View Multi-
Line(five light intensity settings for two illuminated views)

non illuminated view

Pro-40

Field Crossbow Re-Stringer (NEW ’08)
Designed for our new line of recurve crossbows, this Field
Crossbow Re-Stringer is the perfect accessory for that “just in
case” moment out in the field. The limb-tip-cap bonded to the
end of our new GT Recurve Limb™ incorporates a secondary
ridge designed to hold the Re-Stringer in place when being used.

HCA-10708 Field Crossbow Re-Stringer (NEW ’08)

HCA-097 HCA-088 HCA-08907

HCA-041
HCA-081 HCA-062

HCA-078 HCA-076
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The Highest Quality Aluminum and Carbon Fiber
Arrows Available Today, Equipped With Moon,
SuperBrite™ Blunt or Tracer™ Nocks

Two Crossbow Arrows Available: 

CCaarrbboonn  FFiibbeerr  SShhaaffttss  ––  2200--iinncchh  2222//6644tthhss
For those looking for the perfect carbon crossbow arrow, TenPoint offers the Pro Elite 20-inch 22/64ths
diameter carbon fiber arrow. Private labeled exclusively for TenPoint by world renowned arrow
manufacturer, Easton®, the Pro Elite is a masterpiece of precision engineering, strength and accuracy.

Advanced carbon fiber Pro Elite arrows are laser inspected for straightness to within .003; and
hand-sorted for weight tolerances to within two-grains per dozen. They come equipped with brass
or aluminum inserts and TenPoint’s patented SuperBrite blunt nocks or CPC moon nocks or
Tracer™ nocks. Fletched with Norway DURAVANES™, they are available in 3-packs, 6-packs,
and bulk 72-packs (Tracer™ nocked arrows not available in 72-packs).

The Pro Elite Carbon Arrow is also available in a Premium Hunter version. Each Premium
Hunter arrow is precision tested for trueness and weight-matched for accuracy. Premium Hunters
come with individually tuned NAP® broadheads (in either a 3 or 6-pack – with 100-grain Spitfire®
expandable broadheads – or in a 6-pack only with Thunderhead® 100-grain fixed-blade broadheads) installed 
and ready to shoot. The Premium Hunter is only available with SuperBrite blunt nocks or Tracer™ nocks.

Tracer™ nocks are only available with Spitfire broadheads.

AAlluummiinnuumm  SShhaaffttss  ––  2200--iinncchh  XXXX7755  CCaammoo  22221199ss
As an Easton® Aluminum Complete Crossbow Arrow Resource,TenPoint Crossbow Technologies combines the art and tradition of fletching
arrows with the unparalleled quality of Easton® shafts to produce the highest quality aluminum crossbow arrows available today.

This three-color camo shaft is the proven industry standard for reliable results. Available in black CPC moon nocks,TenPoint’s patented
SuperBrite blunt nocks, or Tracer™ nocks, these shafts include CPC inserts and are fletched with a slight offset using Norway DURAVANES™.

TenPoint crossbow arrows are available in bulk 72-packs (except Tracer™ nock arrows), 6-packs or 3-packs.

All Bow, No Bull with TenPoint Crossbows
The arrow performance standards listed throughout this catalog (speed and kinetic energy) contain data from tests we
conducted using off-the-shelf production models of our crossbows, checked only for draw-weight accuracy. All speed tests,
except on the recurve models, were conducted with our Pro Elite Arrow, as described above, using a 100-grain practice point
(420-grains total). The recurve models were tested with 420-, 400- and 350-grain arrows. The chronograph was positioned
18-inches in front of the crossbow for all shots.

Note that our aluminum finished arrows are comparable in weight to our carbon finished arrows.

HEA-251.12

Twelve-pack of Patented SuperBrite nock
tools. Available for refletching 2219
aluminum shafts or 22/64ths diameter Pro
Elite shafts that use SuperBrite nocks.

Phantom Xtra Phantom CLS Shadow CLS Lazer HP Pro Fusion GT Curve Titan TL-7 Pro Silder GT Flex

Length - w/Stirrup 38.5" 38.5" 38.5" 37.25" 37.25" 37.25" 37.25" 37.25" 37.25"

Width - Axle to Axle 20.625" 20.625" 20.625" 25.25" 25.375" 34.5" 26" 25.375" 34.5"

Power Stroke 13" 13" 13" 12.5" 11.75" 13.375" 11.875" 12" (long) 13.25" (long)
- - - - - - - 10.625" (med.) 11.875" (med.)
- - - - - - - 6.5" (short) 7.75" (short)

Weight (w/o Accessories) 8 lb. 8 oz. 8 lb. 7 oz. 8 lb. 7 oz. 8 lb. 4 oz. 7 lb. 5 oz. 7 lb. 7 lb. 4 oz. 6 lb. 8 oz. 6 lb. 4 oz.

Draw Weight 185 lbs. 185 lbs. 175 lbs. 185 lbs. 175 lbs. 180 lbs. 165 lbs. 175 lbs. (long) 180 lbs. (long)
- - - - - - - 150 lbs. (med.) 125 lbs. (med.)
- - - - - - - 125 lbs. (short) 90 lbs. (short)

Arrow Speeds*

Feet per Second* 343 fps 343 fps 330 fps 313 fps 305 fps up to 300 fps 280 fps 305 fps (long) up to 300 fps (long)
- - - - - - - 280 fps (med.) up to 265 fps (med.)
- - - - - - - 220 fps (short) up to 175 fps (short)

Foot Pounds 109.7 fp 109.7 fp 101.5 fp 91.4 fp 86.7 fp 70 fp 73.1 fp 86.7 fp (long) 70 fp (long)
- - - - - - - 73.1 fp (med.) 54.6 fp (med.)
- - - - - - - 45.1 fp (short) 23.8 fp (short)

Note: When installing cables, twist the bottom yoke (located at the end of each cable) four times.

*Twist the Phantom and Shadow bottom yokes five times. Doing so will eliminate limb twist when cocking your crossbow.

Crossbow Model Strings String Twists Cables Cable Twists

HuntsMan 1994-1997 HCA-117 13 Upgrade Required 13 (after upgrade)

HuntsMan 1998 HCA-117 13 HCA-126 Steel (no twists)

HuntMaster (w/o yokes) 1994-1995 HCA-115 or HCA-115C 13 Upgrade Required 13 (after upgrade)

HuntMaster (w/yokes) 1995-1997 HCA-115 13 HCA-122 13

HuntMaster TL-4 1998 HCA-115 or HCA-115C 13 HCA-124 or HCA-124C 13

458 Magnum 1996-1997 HCA-119 13 HCA-124 13

458 Magnum TL-4 1998-1999 HCA-115 13 HCA-124 13

WoodsMan,WoodsMan Plus & WoodsMan SE HCA-117 13 HCA-126 Steel (no twists)

Slider,Titan TL-7,Titan TL-4,Titan & Titan SE HCA-117 13 HCA-126 Steel (no twists)

Turbo Extreme & Magnum Extreme HCA-115 or HCA-115C 13 HCA-124 or HCA-124C 13

Elite, Magnum, Stealth & Turbo X-2 HCA-115 or HCA-115C 13 HCA-124 or HCA-124C 13

Elite Lite & Hybrid Lite HCA-115 or HCA-115C 13 HCA-124 or HCA-124C 13

Pro Fusion & Pro Slider HCA-115 or HCA-115C 13 HCA-124 or HCA-124C 13

Pro Elite, Elite QX-4 & QX-4 HCA-115 or HCA-115C 13 HCA-124 or HCA-124C 13

Pro Elite HP, Blazer HP & Lazer HP HCA-11807 13 HCA-12507 13

Phantom Xtra, Phantom CLS & Shadow CLS HCA-11607 13 HCA-12307 13*

GT Curve & GT Flex HCA-12008 18-24 N/A N/A

*On compound style crossbow models all of the arrows tested were 20" 22/64ths carbon fiber shafts with 4" vanes, brass inserts, SuperBrite™ nocks and 100-grain tips (each 420 grains).
*Both recurve models shoot up to 300 FPS with a 350-grain aluminum arrow.

2008 Crossbow Specs

String & Cable Reference Guide

A - SuperBrite blunt nock for 2219 aluminum shafts

B - Barnett and Horton CPC moon nock for 2219 aluminum shafts

C - SuperBrite blunt nock for 22/64ths TenPoint Pro Elite carbon shafts

D - Moon nock for 22/64ths TenPoint Pro Elite carbon shaft

* Blunt nock Tracer™ carbon and aluminum shafts are not shown
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Phantom Xtra
C08001-8741 Crossbow w/Elite Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw 50
C08001-8742 Crossbow w/Elite Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw
C08001-8721 Crossbow w/Elite Package, 3x ProView Scope, ACUdraw 50
C08001-8722 Crossbow w/Elite Package, 3x ProView Scope, ACUdraw

Phantom CLS
C07002-4141 Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw 50
C07002-4142 Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw
C07002-4121 Crossbow w/Package, 3x ProView Scope, ACUdraw 50
C07002-4122 Crossbow w/Package, 3x ProView Scope, ACUdraw

Shadow CLS
C08008-4641 Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw 50
C08008-4642 Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw
C08008-4631 Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope, ACUdraw 50
C08008-4632 Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope, ACUdraw 

Lazer HP
C08018-1540 Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope
C08018-1541 Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw 50
C08018-1542 Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw
C08018-1520 Crossbow w/Package, 3x ProView Scope
C08018-1521 Crossbow w/Package, 3x ProView Scope, ACUdraw 50
C08018-1522 Crossbow w/Package, 3x ProView Scope, ACUdraw

Pro Fusion
C07027-2140 Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope
C07027-2141 Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw 50
C07027-2142 Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw

GT Curve
C08033-2440 Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope
C08033-2441 Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw 50
C08033-2442 Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw

Titan TL-7
C07041-6040 Crossbow with Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope
C07041-6030 Crossbow with 3x Multi-Line Scope
C07041-6140 Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope
C07041-6141 Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw 50
C07041-6142 Crossbow w/Package, Pro-40 Multi-Dot Scope, ACUdraw

Pro Slider
C06050-3030 Crossbow with 3x Multi-Line Scope
C06050-3130 Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope
C06050-3131 Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope, ACUdraw50
C06050-3132 Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope, ACUdraw

GT Flex
C08066-3000 Crossbow Only
C08066-3430 Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope
C08066-3431 Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope, ACUdraw50
C08066-3432 Crossbow w/Package, 3x Multi-Line Scope, ACUdraw
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Premium 3.5-pound PowerTouch trigger with MIM action components and safety slide.

5-pound RollerTouch trigger featuring a double-roller system to reduce friction.

Patented GripSafety secondary safety to help protect the fingers and thumb on the fore-grip hand.
Left-handed installation available on request.

Patented DFI™ (dry-fire-inhibitor). Prevents dry-firing the crossbow when no arrow is loaded on the
flight deck.

Ambidextrous Automatic Safety.

OTT (over-the-top) limb pocket & Zytel® “lift & separate” limb suspension system, the ultimate in
limb stability and sound reduction.

CLS (compact limb system) components which include a highly durable integrated riser and foot
stirrup, 12-inch IsoTaper™ limbs, high-performance MR™ Cams, and Ultra-Cam™ string and cables.

Complete-Capture limb pocket isolation system.

185-pound, 12-inch IsoTaper™ limbs with Ultra-Cam™ string and cables with tuneable yokes.

Premium field-proven ST™ quad-limbs with Ultra-Cam™ string and cables with tuneable yokes.

175-pound HL quad limbs with Fast Flight string and cables with tuneable yokes.

TL-4 quad limbs with B-66 string and steel cables with tuneable synthetic yokes.

New 180-pound GT Recurve Limb with 452X string.

HP (High Performance) and MR (Maximum Rotation) cams.

CADD designed & finite element analysis-tested, precision-machined riser.

65 Rockwell Hardcoated and Teflon® impregnated barrel surface.

Anodized, machine finished ACRA-ANGLE aluminum barrel. Provides the ultimate in dimensional
integrity for perfect arrow flight.

UL TriLoc machined aluminum barrel assembly which allows the riser to locate and lock in one of
three separate shooting positions.

New richly-crafted, wood-grain laminated thumbhole stock.

FST style stock. TenPoint’s original functionally superior thumbhole design.

Molded combination stock and barrel made from Verton® - a durable, lightweight polymer.

Verton® two-piece stock and fore-grip.

ACUdraw and ACUdraw 50 compatible.

Fixed 7/8-inch Weaver-style aluminum dovetail scope mount (*on GT Flex only when purchased
as a package).

Fixed sight bridge with Peep & Pin sight system on bow only purchase. Scope compatible, optional
7/8-inch Fixed Dovetail Scope Mount (HCA-078 or HCA-076) required to mount a scope.

Limited Lifetime Operational Warranty (See Owner’s Manual for limitations).34 35



In each of the fourteen years TenPoint has been manufacturing crossbows, we have never failed to introduce
innovations or to improve our products. And, in most cases, the advancements we have made originated
from customer input. Since 1994, we have secured 12 patents with others pending or being filed.

No other crossbow manufacturer comes close to this record of
technological achievement.

Below are some of our more significant innovations:

Here are some of his accomplishments:

• He is the only shooter to achieve a perfect score at the Masters International
Championships. He has accomplished that feat five times and has won that
tournament fourteen times.

• He has won eleven National Action Pistol Championships (Bianchi Cup), two
European Bianchi Cups and two World Action Pistol Championships.

• He has won the World Speed Shooting Championship (Steel Challenge) three times.

• He has won the IPSC World Championship.

• He has won the World All-Around Championship (rifle, pistol, and shotgun).

• He has won the Gold Medal in 2003 and 2005 at the ESPN Great Outdoor
Games in the rifle event.

• In his remarkable 2007 shooting season, Doug won the Masters International
Pistol Tournament, the National Action Pistol Championship (Bianchi Cup), the
European Bianchi Cup and the Sportsman’s Team Challenge.

Doug’s love for shooting actually developed out of a passion for hunting. “I started hunting when I was in my teens,” says Doug. “After
hunting season, I took up shooting just to stay in practice. I entered some tournaments just for fun; but after I won a few, I got hooked
on the competition. Fortunately, my career has given me opportunities to hunt all over the world. I hunt all seasons using all weapons:
compound bow, crossbow, shotgun, muzzleloader, rifle, and hand-gun.”

The TenPoint staff first met Doug a few years ago when he stopped by our display at an industry trade show. He already owned one of
our crossbows (he now owns three) and stopped to introduce himself and to tell us how much he liked the crossbow. He has firm
opinions regarding product quality. “I cannot win tournaments without using good equipment,” he contends. “I hunt with TenPoint
crossbows for the same reason. You can’t underestimate the importance of quality and dependability.”

Since our first meeting, we have come to know and admire Doug as a person and as a competitor. That admiration and his philosophy
regarding hunting – in particular, crossbow hunting – is what led us to ask him to become our spokesman.

As spokesman for the National Shooting Sports Foundation (NSSF), Doug supports hunting with all types of weapons. “We need more
hunters, not fewer. The anti’s love it when we fight among ourselves over choice of hunting weapons,” he argues. “If we don’t learn to
accept each other, we’ll end up killing the sport.”

“State wildlife agencies want more deer killed and more hunters afield, and there is plenty of evidence to support the use of crossbows in archery season.
They are a great tool for recruiting new bowhunters and retaining older ones, and they offer a good way for gun hunters to transition into bowhunting.”

Besides taking on TenPoint as a sponsor, Doug is also a spokesman for an impressive number of other quality manufacturers like Smith and Wesson and Leupold.

TenPoint looks forward to working with Doug Koenig to help grow the sport and to expand the use of crossbows.

TenPoint is pleased to introduce Doug Koenig as a new spokesman for our line of crossbows. Doug
has been called the greatest all-around rifle, pistol, and shotgun competitive shooter in the world. In
a competitive career started in 1990 – at age 20 – he has built a resume that is unequalled.Patented ACUdraw™ and Patented ACUdraw 50™

TenPoint’s convenient and user-friendly cocking aids have made our
models the crossbows of choice for those who cannot or do not
wish to manually load today’s heavier draw weights. Compare
TenPoint’s ACUdraw or ACUdraw 50 to other cocking aides available
today. Lightweight and fully-integrated into the butt stock, they have
no dangling parts. They load the crossbow consistently every time;
and they auto-retract after each use. Check pages 26 & 27 for details.

Patented Trigger Technology
TenPoint has two primary trigger types designed to match-up with the performance characteristics
of the models that use them – the RollerTouch and the PowerTouch triggers.

The Titan TL-7 is equipped with our innovative 5-pound RollerTouch™ trigger (patent pending).
The RollerTouch features a double-roller system installed at the top of the trigger finger that allows
the finger to roll off the string latch’s sear surface rather than to slide off. This rolling action
significantly reduces the friction between the two parts.

All other TenPoint and 6 Point crossbows are now
equipped with one of our patented 3.5-pound 
machined triggers, including the Deluxe, PowerTouch-10,
or PowerTouch-6 triggers. All PowerTouch™ triggers
contain MIM (Metal Injection Molded) action
components and continue to be the finest crossbow
triggers made today.

Patented DFI™ (Dry-Fire-Inhibitor)
In 1996 TenPoint introduced the DFI, which prevents dry-firing
our crossbows when no arrow is loaded on the flight deck.
The addition of this technology to our entire crossbow lineup
has virtually eliminated the potentially severe damage and/or
injury that can be caused by a dry-fire.

Patented GripSafety™
Installed in the fore-grip of the top four TenPoint models with
aluminum barrels, the GripSafety prevents pulling the trigger
without first depressing and holding this secondary safety in place
with your fore-grip thumb. It helps prevent potentially severe
injury by keeping thumbs and fingers in proper position on the
fore-grip and below the barrel’s flight deck. Installed on a standard
basis for right-handed shooters, left-handed installation is available
at no charge when placing a new bow order.

Limb Technology
TenPoint now offers five limb configurations specifically designed for optimum performance on the models that use them: the NEW GT
Recurve Limb for the GT Curve and GT Flex models, TL-4 Limbs™ for the Titan TL-7, HL Limbs™ for the Pro Fusion and Pro Slider, ST
Limbs™ for the NEW Lazer HP and the 12-inch IsoTaper Limbs™ (patent pending), featured on our Phantom models and the NEW 
Shadow CLS. With a performance-matched limb for each crossbow design, combined with a performance-matched trigger, you can 
count on consistently superior accuracy, durability and dependability up and down the entire lineup.

GripSafety

ACUdraw

DFI

PowerTouch Trigger 
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Thanks to the Ohio Division of Wildlife’s Apprentice
Hunter Program and the state’s liberal crossbow
regulations,TenPoint CEO, Rick Bednar and his 82-year-old
father, 2007 Archery Hall of Fame inductee, Bill Bednar,
were able to hunt deer for the first time this October
with Rick’s two sons, Phil and Steve.

Phil is a senior business major and starting shortstop on
The University of Akron’s Division I, Mid-American
Conference baseball team. Steve is a senior at Stow High
School in Northeast Ohio where he competes as one of
the top golfers in the state and is regularly the top scorer
on the basketball team.

While the two boys have talked many times over the
years about going hunting, their school and sports
schedules left them little time to take Ohio’s required
Hunter’s Education course or to schedule a practical time
to hunt with their dad. Ohio’s Apprentice Program and its
liberal crossbow regulations came to the rescue.

The Apprentice License is available to residents and non-
residents who have never taken a hunter education course.
Apprentice hunters must be accompanied by a licensed
hunter over age 21 and they may purchase the Apprentice
License up to three times. The theory behind the program,
of course, is to overcome the objection of having to invest
the time in a hunter’s education course in order to find out
if you like the sport.

The second factor that set the stage for the Bednar family
hunt was the crossbow and Ohio’s crossbow regulations.
At 82, Bill Bednar is no longer able to hunt with a recurve
or compound bow. Phil and Steve have never had the
time to become proficient with a compound bow. And,
Ohio’s regulations allow unrestricted use of crossbows
during archery season.

Was the hunt a success?  Yes and no. Granddad Bill and
Dad Rick passed on some shots, but Phil tagged-out with
a “first-time” 8-point and a doe, and Steve took a doe and
has been hunting weekends ever since determined to
harvest a bigger buck than his older brother.

When Phil occasionally makes it home on weekends for a
good home-cooked meal, the friendly sibling “trash talking”
now centers on deer hunting.

We think we can count on two new enrollees in Ohio’s
Hunter Education classes next year.

How the Crossbow Recruits and Retains Hunters
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Steve - 17
Rick - 50

Phil - 21
Bill - 82




